
The Indus Valley Civilization was established  around 3300 BC 

     It Flourished between 2600 BC and 1900 BC            The early hararpan phase from 3300 to 2600 BCE 

        This is also called Harappan civilization                                                                                The Mature Haarappan  phase from 2600 to 1900 BCE 

            John Marshall was the first researcher to use the term                                                          The late Harappan from 1900-1300BCE  
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                         The harappan culture was distinguished by its system of town planning                                       Villages situated near the flood plain produce sufficient grain  

                 Town were divided into two part- citadel and lower town                                                             Indus were the first who produce cotton, which Greeks term as sindon. 

               The arrangement of house in this cities followed the grid system                                      They produced wheat and barley on large scale the other crops were pulses,  

                                        with street crossing  at right angles cereals, dates, mustard etc 

              The use of burnt bricks in the Harappan sites is remarkable.                                              Traces of canals have been found at the harappan sites of Shortughai in Afghanistan  

     The drainage system of the Mohanjodaro was very impressive                                             Seals and terracotta indicate that bull were used for ploughing, evidence of plows were  

In almost all cities , big or small house had its own courtyard & bathroom                                               also found in many sites  
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Harappan worshiped the mother goddess , it is evident from terracotta                        Harappan people were mostly peasants thus civilization was an agro- commercial civilization   

                                 figure recover from Harappan                                                                       Land and sea trade was in vogue in Indus valley civilization  

   No temple have been found at any sites                                                                                           A dockyard has been found at Lothal  

     Amulets have been found in large number                                                                                          Metal money was not use for trade works carried by barter system 

      The Sign of  the phallus and female sex organs made of stone have been found                              The Harappan carried on considerable trade in stone metal and shell extra. 

           The people of Indus region also worshipped trees and animals      

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

                                        The mother goddess was dominant source that the society                                                                The Harappans knew the art of Writing  

                                                                               was pre dominantly matriarchal                                                     More than 4000 specimens of scripts was found in Excavations  

                              There was a division of labour and society was diversified                                                          The scripts, however is not alphabetical but pictographic and it has not 

               Three type of burial was common- burial , cremation and post donation                                                                                                been deciphered yet  

     According some archaeologists , Harappan society had no ruler and that                                           The script was written from right to left in the first line and left to right in the  

                                everybody enjoyed equal status                                                                                                                 second line this style is called Boustrophedon.  
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Art and craft during the Indus valley period were very sophisticated                                         Harappan weight and measures were cubical and spherical in shape and were made up 

       Unalloyed copper used for manufacturing artifacts  of Chert, Jasper and Agate. 

         steatite was used for making various object like seal, beads, bracelets                                 They used a binary ratio system that multiplied the smallest ratio (0.85g) by two 

           The gold object found in the form of beads, pendant, amulets, brooches  

               Big storage jar were also produced & more than 2500 seals have been found  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   Harappa (Pakistan), excavated by Daya Ram Sahini in 1921  

                 Mohenjodaro (Pakistan), excavated by R.D. banerjee in 1922 

               The Indus valley declined around 1800 BCE                                                                                         Sutkagendo (Pakistan), excavated by Stein in 1929  

          cause of decline of this civilization have not been firmly established                       Lothal (Gujarat), excavated by R. Rao in 1953  

      wheeler suggested that the Aryan invasion led to decline  of civilization                                         Banawali (Haryana), excavated by R.S Bisht in 1974 

     another reason is dramatic shift in the river course that cause floods   Dholavira (Gujarat), excavated by R.S Bisth in 1985  

Other Scholar suggests the collapse of Harappan resulted from climate change 
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